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2.1 Introduction

Combining some commonly used sets of ESE and ESS hexamers (Cartegni

et al., 2003; Goren et al., 2006; Stadler et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008)1, a

total of 2468 hexamers have been published as having ESE or ESS activ-

ity, a number that corresponds to 60.3% of all possible hexamers. There-

fore large parts of the human genome are covered by such sequences. It

is worthwhile noting that although hexamers are the most commonly used

unit when ESE and ESS are defined, larger and smaller sequences have also

been published. Due to these numbers of published ESE and ESS, we are

faced frequently with situations of the following type: The hexamers GAA-

GAa, GAAGAc, GAAGAg, GAAGAt are published ESE hexamers. One

is therefore tempted to say that the most important part of these hexamers

is the pentamer GAAGA (although the 6th nucleotide might have a role in

prioritizing the hexamers with respect to each other). These observations

motivate the following two questions. First, down to what minimal size can

an oligomer sensibly be called ESE or ESS ? Second, is it possible to define

a “smaller” set of “high biological importance” ? An approach to answer

both questions is based on the following idea: Can we define shorter words

that guarantee the presence of at least one published (usually larger) word

in its vicinity ? Here we present such an approach and call such sequences

"’ESE-anchors” (or “ESS-anchors”), showing that with one exception the

minimal size for such anchor oligomers is four nucleotides.

The term splicing simulation was first used by Wang and co-workers (Wang

1A reader with good knowledge about splicing might miss two very popular sets (Wang

et al., 2004; Fairbrother et al., 2002) in this listing. These two collections are not listed

separately, because they are part of another listed publication (Stadler et al., 2006). Adding

them would therefore not change the total number of published hexamers, mentioned above.
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et al., 2004). Its goal can be loosely defined as "given the pre-mRNA se-

quence, predict the position of all exons using only the information sources

that the spliceosome uses”. Splicing simulation is important for two main

reasons. First, it allows to quantify how much about splicing we really un-

derstand, as a perfect understanding of splicing should allow perfect simu-

lation of splicing. Second it can serve to prioritize ESE (or ESS) oligomers,

since the broader and stronger the effect of an ESE, the more should it con-

tribute to splicing simulation accuracy. Conversely if an ESE does not con-

tribute to splicing simulation accuracy, it either is functional in very few

cases only or its rules of functionality are very different from the ones im-

plemented in the splicing simulator. Here we iteratively rank ESE- and

ESS-anchors according to their contribution to splicing simulation accuracy

based on an earlier proposed model (Wang et al., 2004) and show that a

relatively small subset of “ESE/S-anchors” performs as well for splicing

simulation as larger published sets. We show that one can achieve small

gains (approx. 3pp) without overfitting by adding further anchor sequences.

Furthermore we show that for some of the ESE tetramer anchors that do

contribute to splicing simulation, evolutionary conservation concentrates on

them.

2.2 Results

With one exception tetramers appear to be the smallest unit for which

the words “ESE” and “ESS” make sense. In order to define minimally-

sized ESE words of "high biological importance” we defined trimers,

tetramers and pentamers that guarantee the presence of a published ESE
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Figure 2.1 Illustration of the definition of ESE anchors of length 3,4 and 5.
NCAAGANNNN designates all 10mers that have CAAGA at position 2. We
find 1 ESE-trimer- (GAA), 29 ESE-tetramer- and 346 ESE-pentamer-anchors.
ESE-hexamer-anchors could be defined, but will include by definition all pub-
lished ESE hexamers. For ESS we found no ESS-trimer, 16 ESS tetramer and
176 ESS-pentamer-anchors.

in their vicinity. More exactly “ESE-anchor” words w are defined by a

fixed position i so that all 10mers having w at position i contained a pub-

lished ESE (Methods, figure 2.1). The approach is identical for ESS with

published ESS as input of course. We found that with the exception of 1

word (GAA) these ESE and ESS-anchors had to be of at least 4nts. For the

29 ESE-tetramer-anchors we found none were identically in the input ESE

set, as the minimal size of input ESE words was six nucleotides; for the 15

ESS-tetramer anchors however, 8 had been published as such making their

presence in the anchor set trivial.

Tetramer ESE and ESS anchors seem close to optimality for

splicing simulation among all 4mers. We implemented an iterative
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Figure 2.2 iterative exploration of scores. Training with 4mer anchors and
training with all 256 4mers. Comparison with logOdds-scores for 19 anchors
and downstream GGGs (a). Accuracy changes during simulated annealing as
a function of iterations (b) and as a function of accepted score mutations (c).
Training and performance on the test set with iteratively explored scores. Com-
parison with ExonScan performance on test set. Further training and perfor-
mance evaluation on the test set with 5mer anchors (d).

approach (see Methods) to define which anchor sequences and GGGs and

which scores would contribute most to raising splicing simulation accuracy.

Similarly to Wang et al. (2004), we chose the parameter EW so that SNe

and SPe were almost identical, yielding an accuracy of 41% when only

splice sites were used on the training set. The first three oligomers (TTTT

as an ESS, GGG as a downstream element and AAGA as an acceptor

ESE) raised accuracy by 4.5, 2.4 and 1.6pp respectively. When GGG and

19 different 4mer anchors were used, simulation accuracy had passed to

60.4% (SNe =60.7%, SPe=60.1%) on the training set. Accuracy saturated

quickly reaching the absolute maximum at 60.8% using GGGs and 23
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4mer anchors (figure 2.2a, blue triangles). To address the question of

optimality of the chosen 4mer anchors ("anchor parameter set”) given this

iterative training procedure, we performed the same approach using GGGs

and all 256 possible 4mers ("all 4mer parameter set”, figure 2.2a, orange

triangles). The first 5 oligomers and scores chosen under this scheme

(TTTT,GGG,AAGA,TAGG and TGGA) were identical to those in the "an-

chor parameter set”. Only the sixth 4mer (CGGA, a non anchor sequence

used as an acceptor ESE) outperformed the chosen anchor (GAAG used as

a donor ESE) by 0.1pp (net accuracy gain 0.7pp instead of 0.6pp). Both

trained parameter sets achieved similar accuracy (with slight advantages

for the "all 4mer parameter set”) until 20 oligomers were used. At this

point the "all 4mer parameter set” could find 4mers that did further increase

accuracy while the "anchor parameter set” could not (figure 2.2a). This

approach relied on the same training procedure; therefore it did not prove

whether a different training procedure could find scores that yield better

performance, escaping local maxima which the iterative approach might

be caught in. In order to answer this question rigorously, one would have

to simulate splicing using 5026 > 1044 different parameter sets (assuming

50 different scores for each parameter), a number of simulations for which

we currently do not have the infrastructure. We attempted to circumvent

this problem in two ways. First, fixing the 20 oligomers (corresponding to

26 parameters), we divised a simulated annealing algorithm that mutated

the scores of the 26 parameters (Methods). After 38256 iterations during

which 1511 score mutations were accepted accuracy had been raised from

60.4% to 61.7%, however no increases in simulation accuracy had been

achieved on the last 24135 iterations (or 739 accepted score mutations,

figure 2.2b,c). Furthermore one of the obtained mutated parameter sets

(after 5299 iterations, accuracy gain of 1pp on the training set) led to an
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accuracy loss of 0.4% on the test set. We conclude that it is unlikely that

different scores for the same tetramers and of the same granularity would

lead to accuracy increases that translate to accuracy increases on the test

set.

Explored scores give advantages over pure logOdds-scores. In order

to assess whether these scores obtained by exploration during the iterative

training presented advantages over pure logOdds-scores, we calculated

logOdds-scores for the 20 first oligomers (represented by 26 parameters)

in the "anchor parameter set” (Methods). Simulation using these 26

logOdds-scores on the training set gave an accuracy of 54.4% while the

"anchor parameter set” with explored scores has achieved 60.4% (figure

2.2a).

Explored scores show some but little overfitting. Subsequently we

simulated exons on the test set. First using only splice sites, then using

splice sites and the first trained oligomer and score in the "anchor parameter

set”. Iteratively we repeated this with all increasing subsets of the "anchor

parameter set”. Although some overfitting (better performance on the train-

ing set than on the test set) could be observed (2.2d, blue and purple dots),

it generally remained small and decreased as more parameters were added

to the model.

20 oligomers perform as well as ExonScan. In order to compare the

performance of the "anchor parameter set” to ExonScan (Wang et al., 2004),

we submitted the entire test set to the ExonScan-webserver (Wang et al.,

2004) and evaluated its accuracy (0.593) when using all its ESE, ESS and

GGGs. This performance equaled the performance of the "anchor parame-
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ter set” using 20 oligomers (or 26 parameters, figure 2.2d). The "anchor pa-

rameter set” however mostly (with the exception of ESS) used less sequence

information in terms of the percentage of the transcript being covered (see

table 2.1). In order to raise accuracy further we relaunched the training pro-

cedure using a 5mer anchor subset (see Methods) on top of GGGs and the

19 4mer anchors. This approach showed that is is possible to gain an addi-

tional 3pp (up to an accuracy of 62.4%) on the test set using an additional 34

pentamers (figure 2.2d). However, also this curve saturated quickly, so that

further large gains using this approach are unlikely. We explored adding a

couple of other 5mer and 6mer sets into the prediction process, but while

some could lead a simulation accuracy of up to 68% on the training set,

none was more accurate than 63% on the test set (data not shown).

region 19anchors, GGG exonScan

all 30.6% 35.4

upstr 0.0% 4.4
downstr 4.4% 4.4
accESE 11.6% 23.2
donESE 10.8% 23.2

ESS 15.1% 11.7

(2.1)

Table 2.1 Fraction of transcripts used for splicing simulation. For all con-
sidered subsets apart from ESS, and for all subsets together, our approach uses
less predictive features than exonScan (Wang et al., 2004).

Correlation between explored scores and pure logOdds-scores.

We next investigated the exact relationship between logOdds-scores

and explored scores (2.3a,b) and found a spearman correlation of 0.80

(p < 7.3e!7) when using the first 20 oligomers (26 parameters) of the "an-

chor parameter set”. A large part of this high correlation appears however

to be due to the fact that ESS tend to receive negative scores whereas all

other elements tend to receive positive scores in both approaches. Dividing
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correlation analysis into ESS and all other elements, led to a non-significant

spearman correlation of 0.37 for the former and a spearman correlation

of 0.53 (p < 0.021) for the latter (2.3b). In summary, it appears that

logOdds-scores are a good scoring scheme for many oligomers, but that

they do not always capture all the information that an oligomer can provide.

Examples where logOdds-scores seem to fail are TAGG or repetitive

elements such as TTTT (figure 2.3a).

Evolutionary conservation of anchors used in simulation. If the

19 oligomers of the "anchor parameter set” represent "the most important

parts” of larger ESE and ESS sequences, then one would expect, at least

for ESE anchors, that conservation of wobble positions focuses on these an-

chors. In order to check this we made use of a set of roughly 6900 aligned

exons between human and mouse (methods) published by Plass and Eyras

(2006). We first mapped the 9 ESE anchors we used as donor ESE to human

exons. Then we mapped larger ESE sequences (Cartegni et al., 2003; Smith

et al., 2006; Stadler et al., 2006; Goren et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008), that

contain these anchors to the human exonic sequences. We then counted for

each anchor conserved and non-conserved wobble positions that fell inside

the anchor and outside (but into a larger published ESE). In this way we

obtained a 2x2 table for each anchor. For both, 4mer anchors that were used

as acceptor ESE and that were used as donor ESE we found that 5 out of

9 showed significantly elevated conservation inside the anchors (controlling

for an FDR in the Benjamini Hochberg sense, table 2.2).
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Figure 2.3 Analysis of tetramer anchors used for simulation. Comparison
of iteratively explored scores with a-priori trained logOdds-scores (a). Correla-
tion analysis of iteratively explored scores and a-priori trained logOdds-scores
(b).Illustration of conservation analysis. For each ESE anchor used for simu-
lation, conserved and non conserved wobble positions are mapped inside the
anchor and outside (but within larger published ESE that contain the anchor).
This results in a 2x2 table for each anchor, which is tested using a fisher test(c).

accESE donESE

TGGA TGGA

CAAC CAAC

GAAG GAAG

GCTG CATC

GAAC CAAG

(2.2)

Table 2.2 ESE-anchors with concentrated conservation. The 5 out of 9 ac-
ceptor ESE -and 5 out of 9 donor ESE- that showed concentrated conservation
between human and mouse.

2.3 Discussion

All published ESE and ESS sets were published with good reason. The

union of these sets however comprises more than half of all hexamers
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and additional sequences of different lengths. Therefore any random

sequence will be full of them, with many positions covered by multiple

ESE, unless it is highly optimized in order not to contain any ESE or

ESS hexamers. Here we have represented multiple ESE sequences by a

single signal word ("anchor"), that guarantees the presence of at least one

published ESE, although the anchor does not exactly define the position

of the published ESE. More exactly we have first defined all 10mers that

contain a published ESE and then represented between 1 ! 46 = 4096

and (10 ! 4 + 1) ! 46 = 28672 of these 10mers by a single 4mer. To

use 4mers has not been fixed a-priori, but is a result of this approach -

with an exception of one trimer (GAA) that also guarantees the presence

of published ESE in its surroundings. The fact that tetramers appear to be

smallest possible ESS and ESS unit is comforting, as it is the smallest unit

of more than codon size that presents a natural separation from the genetic

code and the coding capacity of many exons.

In terms of using these anchor sequences for splicing simulation, the

importance of this approach does not lie so much in the achieved simulation

accuracy, but rather in the ranking of the oligomers on the one hand and

the characterization of the elements that are really needed to achieve the

level of accuracy of ExonScan. The finding that for a little more than 50%

of the ESE anchors used for simulation, conservation between human and

mouse concentrates on them supports the idea that these anchors are really

oligomers of elevated biological importance. On the other hand however

one must ask, "what about the rest”? Here it should be noted that a mutation

of an anchor not necessarily destroys the ESE capacity of an oligomer. In

this way the anchor GAAC (non significant in the conservation analysis as a

donor ESE) is only one mutation away from 3 other anchors (GGAC,CAAC

and GAAG), that were also used for simulation.
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With respect to simulation accuracy, ExonScan’s exceptional performance

should be noted. It seems to have captured most of information that is

present under the given model. Under this model and test data set we

can achieve three percentage points more in simulation accuracy (e.g.

ave(SNe,SPe)=62.4% instead of 59.3% using one trimer, 19 tetramer

and 34 pentamer anchors - a total of 54 oligomers), depending on how

many anchors are used, but we could not achieve the qualitative jump in

simulation accuracy (something like from 59% to 80%) that we had hoped

for. While we cannot rule out that a subset of scored oligomers (among

the exponential number of possible subsets) could lead to important gains

in splicing simulation accuracy, we believe that more important advances

might be achieved by the following four ideas. First, in the used model,

oligomers were scored using the same distance criteria. These distance

rules might however be ESE-specific; usage of ESE specific distances

has given good results for prediction of inclusion level changes (Barash

et al., 2010) and might do well for splicing simulation also. Second, in the

present model all pre-mRNAs are treated as if their cellular context (e.g.

splicing factor expression levels) were identical. Assuming one were to

have expression levels of all splicing factors and their binding sites, one

could make the score of an ESE depend on the expression of the associated

splicing factor(s). In this way an ESE might have a 0-score in one RNA

(expressed and spliced in cell type 1) but a strongly positive score in another

RNA (expressed and spliced in cell type 2). Growing evidence shows that

epigenetic states can influence splicing. Therefore, in a similar way as for

splicing factors, one could also make the score of an ESE (or ESS, GGG,

etc.) depend on epigenetic states. This is particularly appealing, as it would

introduce co-transcriptional splicing into the splicing simulation world,

something that the current model ignores completely. Last, the current
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model only scores exons and tries to assemble the transcript structure from

all predicted exons - which typically strongly outnumber real exons. Given

the large numbers of exon candidates and the small exon size in comparison

to the transcript size, one might think of this process as "assembling a

large structure from many pieces of poor information” or in other words

"knowing the location of one exon is not a lot of knowledge about a

transcript”. On the other hand if one were able to use information on which

exon is spliced to which other exon, one could add intron locations to the

simulation process. Given that introns are typically much larger than exons,

this could be thought of as "using fewer pieces of rich information” or in

other words "knowing the location of a (long) intron is a lot of information

about a transcript”, as it has the power to exclude many pseudoexons from

the simulated structure.

2.4 Methods

Definition of ESE and ESS anchors. Here an approach to do this is de-

scribed for ESE only. The definition for ESS proceeds analogously. Intu-

itively, we look for a 4mer for example and a fixed position within a 10mer,

so that all 10mers having the 4mer at this fixed position, contain a published

ESE. Figure 2.1 gives an illustration of this approach, more formal defini-

tions are given by equations 2.4 to 2.5.

Let om and on be two oligomers of length m and n with m > n and let

furthermore cont(om, on) denote that on is a substring of om. Using the
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sets of published ESE ESE4, ESE5, ..., ESE10
2 of oligomers of length 4 to

10, we then define PUBESE10 (see equation 2.4), the set of 10mers that

contain a published ESE:

PUBESE10 := {o10 : "o #
10!

i=4

ESEi : cont(o10, o)} (2.3)

Then we define our ESE anchors for a fixed size m (anchESEm). Equa-

tion 2.4 shows the formula for the set anchESE4:

2The set ESE4 was actually empty, since no 4mer had been published as ESE in the

publications we queried. These ESE sets ESE5 , ESE6 , ..., ESE10 contained oligomers pub-

lished in (Cartegni et al., 2003; Fairbrother et al., 2002; Goren et al., 2006; Smith et al., 2006;

Stadler et al., 2006; Zhang and Chasin, 2004; Zhang et al., 2008) and included ESE that had

been collected in previous efforts to centralize published ESE (Stamm et al., 2006; Goren and

Ast, 2006). These ESE were originally published by Liu et al. (1998); Cavaloc et al. (1999);

Heinrichs and Baker (1995); Schaal and Maniatis (1999); Tacke et al. (1998); Modafferi and

Black (1999). For ESS the set ESS4 contained 8 words which by definition end up in the set

anchESS4 . Published ESS were taken from Stadler et al. (2006); Wang et al. (2004); Zhang

and Chasin (2004); Zhang et al. (2008) and Stamm et al. (2006); Goren and Ast (2006). The

sequences of the latter trace back to Del Gatto et al. (1996); Burd and Dreyfuss (1994); Ca-

puti and Zahler (2001); Modafferi and Black (1999); Chou et al. (1999); Min et al. (1997);

Ashiya and Grabowski (1997); Chan and Black (1995); Chen et al. (1999); DeMaria and

Brewer (1996); Ishikawa et al. (1993); Kajita et al. (1995); Jacquenet et al. (2001); Kiledjian

and Dreyfuss (1992); Leffers et al. (1995); Matunis et al. (1994); Myer and Steitz (1995); Os-

trowski et al. (2001); Swanson and Dreyfuss (1988); Pérez et al. (1997); Brooks and Rigby

(2000); Sokolowski et al. (1999); Soltaninassab et al. (1998); Soulard et al. (1993); Spång-

berg et al. (2000); Takahashi et al. (2000); Lu et al. (1999); Thisted et al. (2001); Sironi et al.

(2004); Ule et al. (2006).
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anchESE4 := {4mers o4 : !6mers o6 : o4.o6 " PUBESE10}

# {4mers o4 : !1mers o1!5mers o5 : o1.o4.o5 " PUBESE10}

# {4mers o4 : !2mers o2!4mers o
!

4 : o2.o4.o
!

4 " PUBESE10}

# {4mers o4 : !3mers o3!3mers o
!

3 : o3.o4.o
!

3 " PUBESE10}

# {4mers o4 : !4mers o
!

4!2mers o2 : o
!

4.o4.o2 " PUBESE10}

# {4mers o4 : !5mers o5!1mers o1 : o5.o4.o1 " PUBESE10}

# {4mers o4 : !6mers o6 : o6.o4 " PUBESE10} (2.4)

More generally (but less well readable) for any i = 1, .., 9 the set

anchESEi is defined by equation 2.5 (where o0 has to be interpreted as

the empty string or simply as "no sequence”):

anchESEi :=

10!i!

j=0

{i-mers oi : !oj, o10!i!j : oj.oi.o10!i!j " PUBESE10} (2.5)

ESE- and ESS-anchors of 3,4 and 5 were defined using this approach.

With the exception of one word (GAA), the shortest anchors were 4mers;

however a non negligible number of 4mers were labeled anchors. This sug-

gests that the smallest possible unit for which one can sensibly claim ESE

or ESS activity are tetramers. Table 2.6 shows the numbers of ESE- and

ESS-anchors for 3-5nts. The same numbers for 6nt anchors are not included

in this table, since (as follows straight from the definition) 6mer anchors

contain all published 6mers. As previously noted there is a large number of

published ESE and ESS of length 6 and increasing this set through the defi-

nition of further anchors is unlikely to further our understanding of splicing.

Generally speaking there are always fewer ESS anchors than ESE an-

chors for a fixed length, a fact that traces back to the larger number of

published ESE as compared to published ESS. This is consistent with the

observation, that when similar a-priori computational methods were used

to define ESE and ESS, the number of ESE was larger (Zhang and Chasin,

2004).
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i = #anchESEi #anchESSi

3 1 0
4 29 15
5 346 176

(2.6)

Table 2.3 Number of ESE- and ESS-anchors of length 3,4 and 5. Anchors
of length 6 and longer are not shown, because by definition they will contain at
least 60% of all possible hexamers.

As noted earlier none of the 29 ESE 4mer anchors was in the input set of

ESE4, however 8 out of the defined 15 ESS 4mer anchors had been previ-

ously published and can therefore not be considered novel.

To predict a spliced structure on the given pre-mRNA sequence any

splicing simulator has to execute three steps: First all putative splice sites

within the pre-mRNA and their strengths have to be found. Then these

splice sites have to be combined to putative exons. Finally from the set of

all putative exons a final spliced transcript has to be predicted.

Every AG-dinucleotide (GT-dinucleotides resp.) in the pre-mRNA is con-

sidered a putative acceptor a (putative donor d resp.) and is given an ac-

ceptor score s(a) (donor score s(d) resp.) using splice site models such as

for example markov chains, an approach followed by Geneid (Guigó et al.,

1992; Parra et al., 2000). The results presented here are however based on a

splice site model called maxEnt (Yeo and Burge, 2004), in order to make the

comparison with ExonScan, which uses maxEnt (Wang et al., 2004), more

exact. Most splice site models make use of sequence starting upstream of

a and include up to three downstream nucleotides of a for computation

of s(a). Similarly 3 nucleotides upstream of d are also often taken into

account to compute s(d). Both of these three-nucleotide stretches are con-
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sidered part of the splice site model.

The exon score is additively determined from the scores of the acceptors

and donors, all scored enhancers and scored silencers as well as an empir-

ically determined parameter optimizing simulation accuracy. Acceptor and

donor enhancers are specified in two sets aESE and dESE (short for “accep-

tor ESE” and “donor ESE”) and silencers in a set ESS (“ESS”). Generally

specified enhancers and silencers are not taken into account when they over-

lap the splice site models. Specified acceptor enhancers are only taken into

account when they are closer to the acceptor than the to the donor and within

a maximum of 80nts of the acceptor. A similar rule (closer to the donor than

to the acceptor and within maximally 80nts of the donor) applies to specified

donor enhancers. More formally the exon-scoring-step proceeds as follows:

For each acceptor-donor-pair (a, d) that is separated by no more than 250nts

and no less than 50 nts a putative exon e = (a, d) is created. Denot-

ing its sequence with n1n2...nl the two limits for acceptor and donor en-

hancers are defined as x = min(80, l/2) and y = max(l ! 80, l/2) + 1.

The 100 nucleotides upstream and downstream of the exon will be writ-

ten as n!100n!99...n!1 and nl+1nl+2...nl+100 respectively. Assuming that

aESE, dESE and ESS contain oligomers of g different lengths k1, ..., kg the

score of the putative exon e = (a, d) is calculated by the following formula:

score(e) = SF $ (s(a) + s(d)) (2.7)

+ EW (2.8)

+ EF $

g
!

i=1

(cESS
ki

+ caESE
ki

+ cdESE
ki

+ cUp
ki

+ +cDown
ki

)(2.9)

where
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cESS
ki

=

l!3!ki+1
!

j=4

sESS(nj..nj+ki!1)

is the contribution to score(e) of all elements of ESS of length ki,

caESE
ki

=

x!ki+1
!

j=4

saESE(nj..nj+ki!1)

the contribution of all elements of aESE of length ki, similarly

cdESE
ki

=

l!3!ki+1
!

j=y

sdESE(nj..nj+ki!1)

the contribution of all elements of dESE of length ki. In the same way

contribution of all elements of Up and Down of length ki are given by

cUp
ki

=

40!ki+1
!

j=-100

sUp(nj..nj+ki!1)

and

cDown
ki

=

l+70!ki+1
!

j=l+10

sDown(nj..nj+ki!1)

Finally

sESS(nj..nj+ki!1) =

"

#

$

%= 0 nj..nj+ki!1 # ESS

0 else
(2.10)
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the silencing score of the k-mer starting at position j in e = (a, d).

The terms saESE(nj..nj+ki!1), sdESE(nj..nj+ki!1), sUp(nj..nj+ki!1) and

sDown(nj..nj+ki!1) are defined in close analogy with the definition of

sESS(nj..nj+ki!1).

Term (2.7) gives the contribution of the splice sites to the final score of the

acceptor-donor-pair, (2.8) is a correctional parameter that has been used

earlier (Parra et al., 2000) and which can be interpreted (and calculated) as

the log-ratio of the prior probabilities of (a, d) being an exon and (a, d)

not being an exon (Parra; Castelo and Guigó, 2004). In practice however

it is estimated in order to guarantee that SNe and SPe are similar. Term

2.9 finally gives the contribution of all regulatory elements to the score

of the putative exon. The factors SF and EF are parameters allowing to

weight splice site contribution and the contribution of regulatory elements

differently. We chose however to have SF = EF = 1 so that the scores of all

elements directly reflect their contribution to the prediction.

Despite this rather complicated formula a pre-calculation scaling linearly

with the transcript length, allows to evaluate the score of a putative exon

in O(g). Due to the length constraints on predicted exons, scoring all

acceptor-donor-pairs is feasible in O(g $ t) where t is the transcript length.

Assembling putative exons to gene structures: Given the set of all

scored putative exons {e1, ..., eq}, a dynamic programming algorithm, close

to the one described in (Guigó, 1998), is employed in order produce the

set of exons {ei1 , ..., eim } that maximizes
%m

j=1 score(eij) among all sets

of exons that respect the constraints given in the parameter file. By default

an intron is only required to have at least 40nts. A maximal intron length

requirement can also imposed, this is however currently set to infinity. As

shown in (Guigó, 1998), this algorithm scales linearly with q and again due
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of the simulation process. Splice site scores and

scores for ESS, acceptor ESE and donor ESE as well as for up- and downstream

elements are additively combined into an exon score. From all exon candidates

the predicted exons are chosen by a dynamic programming algorithm.

to the previously mentioned length constraints it does so as well with the

transcript length.
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Pre $ t, A: training Set and annotation
(* initialization *)
ESS = %; aESE = %; dESE = %; Up = %; Down = %
sESS = %; saESE = %; sdESE = %; sUp = %; sDown = %;
(SNe, SPe) = SimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

5: (* iteration *)
while true do

(* choose best possible ESS and score *)
if SNe > SPe then

S = (anchESS4 \ ESS) & {!5.0, !4.9, ..., !0.1}

10: (k", s") = argmax(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS # {(k, s)}, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

(SNe, SPe) = max(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS # {(k, s)}, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

sESS = sESS # {(k", s")}
ESS = ESS # {k"}
(* choose best possible ESE or GGG and score *)

15: else (* SNe ' SPe *)
(* acceptor ESE *)
S = (anchESE4 \ aESE) & {0.1, 0.2, ..., 5.0}
(k"

1
, s"

1
) = argmax(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE # {(k, s)}, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

(SNe1, SPe1) = max(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE #{(k, s)}, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

(* donor ESE *)

20: S = (anchESE4 \ dESE) & {0.1, 0.2, ..., 5.0}
(k"

2
, s"

2
) = argmax(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE # {(k, s)}, sUp, sDown, t, A)

(SNe2, SPe2) = max(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE #{(k, s)}, sUp, sDown, t, A)

(* upstream GGG *)
S = ({GGG} \ Up) & {0.1, 0.2, ..., 5.0}

25: (k"

3
, s"

3
) = argmax(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp # {(k, s)}, sDown, t, A)

(SNe3, SPe3) = max(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp #{(k, s)}, sDown, t, A)

(* downstream GGG *)
S = ({GGG} \ Down) & {0.1, 0.2, ..., 5.0}
(k"

4
, s"

4
) = argmax(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown # {(k, s)}, t, A)

30: (SNe3, SPe3) = max(k,s)#SSimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown #

{(k, s)}, t, A)
if argmaxi#{1,2,3,4}ave(SNei, SPei) == 1 then

saESE = saESE # {(k"

1
, s"

1
)}

aESE = aESE # {k"

1
}

if argmaxi#{1,2,3,4}ave(SNei, SPei) == 2 then

35: sdESE = sdESE # {(k"

2
, s"

2
)}

dESE = dESE # {k"

2
}

if argmaxi#{1,2,3,4}ave(SNei, SPei) == 3 then

sUp = sUp # {(k"

3
, s"

3
)}

Up = Up # {k"

3
}

40: if argmaxi#{1,2,3,4}ave(SNei, SPei) == 4 then

sDown = sDown # {(k"

4
, s"

4
)}

Down = Down # {k"

4
}

(* update *)
(SNe, SPe) = SimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

Figure 2.5 Iterative definition of parameters: In each iteration one more
scored anchor is added to the simulator’s parameters. Anchors and scores are
prioritized by their influence on simulation accuracy.

The training procedure: the performance of a splicing simulator de-

pends critically on its parameters, e.g. the splice site models and the sets

aESE,dESE and ESS as well as the scores associated to their elements. Ex-

onScan (Wang et al., 2004) uses logOdds-scores trained from appearance

frequencies of hexamers in annotated exons and introns. Such scores can be
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calculated efficiently and yield good performance. Such an approach does

however not answer the following two questions directly:

• which ESE and ESS are the most important ones for a "good predic-

tion” ?

• what is the optimal score for each ESE and ESS ?

In order to answer this question exhaustively, one would need to ex-

plore all possible parameter settings of the simulator. Limiting the possible

elements of aESE,dESE and ESS to the ESE and ESS anchors (e.g. of

size 4) described above. Then aESE,dESE and ESS could be defined in

215 $ 229 $ 229 possible ways. The below calculation illustrates this number

as 66553.45 times the earth’s age in seconds (assuming earth’s age to be

roughly 4.5 billion years).

215 ( 229 ( 229assignments

4.5 ( 109yr ( 365
days
year

( 24 h
day

( 60 min
h

( 60 s
min

= 66553.45
assignments

s

Using pre-calculated fixed scores (such as logOdds-scores) and assum-

ing to have the computational power to run and evaluate 66553.45 sim-

ulations per second, one could therefore explore all these assignments in

roughly the time earth exists. When however for each assignment all scores

for the elements of aESE,dESE and ESS have to be optimized much more

computational time will be necessary.

In order to approach the problem, this section describes an iterative ap-

proach, where one element of the sets aESE,dESE and ESS and its as-

sociated score is determined at a time (see 2.5 for the pseudocode of this

approach). This is done, by choosing an anchor and an associated score in

each iteration: The anchor and the score that raise simulation accuracy most.
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Simulation accuracy was here defined as the average of sensitivity and speci-

ficity on exon level. ESEs generally raise sensitivity whereas ESSs tend

to raise specificity (Wang et al., 2004). Aiming at keeping SNe (SNe :=

sensitivity on exon level) and SPe (SPe := specificity on exon level) close

to each other and in order to achieve a natural balance between ESE and

ESS, two kinds of iterations were defined. When SNe < SPe, the goal

is to raise SNe through the incorporation of an element that has positive

influence on exon recognition (e.g. an ESE or an intronic GGG). When

SNe & SPe on the other hand an element with negative influence on exon

recognition (e.g. an ESS) is looked for.

Simulated Annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983) is a technique used in

optimization problems in order to escape local optima. In each iteration a

random score mutation is proposed. Here the optimization problem is being

stated as a maximization problem, the objective function being simulation

accuracy. If a proposed score mutation leads to increases in simulation ac-

curacy the mutation is accepted. If on the other hand it leads to decreases

in simulation accuracy, it is accepted with a certain probability. This proba-

bility decreases with the decrease in simulation accuracy and with iteration

numbers. The analogy to the annealing process in physiscs is given by the

annealing temperature T that decreases with increasing iterations. Here we

chose to implement a very simple version, where T = 1/i, i being the iter-

ation number.
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Pre $ t, A, ESS, aESE, dESE, Up, Down, sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown: training Set, annotation and
parameter sets
(* initialization *)
(SNe, SPe) = SimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)
i = 0
n = |sESS| + |saESE| + |sdESE| + |sUp| + |sDown|

5: (* iteration *)
while true do

i = i + 1
(* annealing temperature *)
T = 1/i

10: (* random score *)
s" = rand({0, 0.1, ..., 3.3})
(* random word *)
j = rand({1, ..., n})
(* ESS *)

15: if j ' |sESS| then
(k, s) = rand(sESS)
s" = (!1) & s"

(SNe", SPe") = SimEva((sESS \ {(k, s)}) # {(k, s")}, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

acceptProb = min(1, exp(
ave(SNe",SPe")!ave(SNe,SPe)

T
))

20: r = rand([0, 1])
if r ' acceptProb then

sESS = (sESS \ {(k, s)}) # {(k, s")}
(* acceptor ESE *)
if |sESS| < j ' |sESS| + |saESE| then

25: (k, s) = rand(saESE)
(SNe", SPe") = SimEva(sESS, (saESE \ {(k, s)}) # {(k, s")}, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

acceptProb = min(1, exp(
ave(SNe",SPe")!ave(SNe,SPe)

T
))

r = rand([0, 1])
if r ' acceptProb then

30: saESE = (saESE \ {(k, s)}) # {(k, s")}
(* donor ESE *)
if |sESS| + |saESE| < j ' |sESS| + |saESE| + |sdESE| then

(* analogosly as for acceptor ESE *)
(* upstream GGG *)

35: if |sESS| + |saESE| + |sdESE| < j ' |sESS| + |saESE| + |sdESE| + |sUp then
(* analogosly as for acceptor ESE *)

(* downstream GGG *)
if |sESS| + |saESE| + |sdESE| + |sUp| < j ' n then

(* analogosly as for acceptor ESE *)

40: (* update *)
(SNe, SPe) = SimEva(sESS, saESE, sdESE, sUp, sDown, t, A)

Figure 2.6 Simulated annealing In each iteration a score mutation is pro-
posed. Score mutation that improve simulation accuracy are always accepted.
Score mutations that decrease simulation accuracy are accepted with a given
probability that decreases with simulation accuracy losses and over time.

Transcripts: training and test set: In this manuscript we will exploit

the exon definition model for U2 introns only in order to simulate splicing

of an entire pre-mRNA. Wang et al. (2004) published 1820 transcripts (with

11630 internal exons) for which at the time no evidence for alternative splic-

ing was available. We have discarded all transcripts that did not comply with

the following constraints:
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1. All internal exons respect minimal (at least 50nts) and maximal exon

lengths (at most 250nts) for exon-definition. These limits have also

been adopted for EXONSCAN (Wang et al., 2004) for simulation

and are slightly more conservative than the 50-300nts mentioned by

Berget (1995). 1069 transcripts with 4997 internal exons meet this

criterion.

2. All internal exons of the transcripts have a GT-donor and an AG-

acceptor. This is fulfilled by 1728 transcripts with 10467 internal

exons.

3. No evidence for U12 splicing can be found within the transcript. This

has been verified using Geneid-1.3 (Alioto & Guigo unpublished).

1768 transcripts (with 11076 internal exons) do not show any evi-

dence for U12-splicing.

4. All introns of the transcript have at least 40 nts. This has been en-

forced to guarantee that one can trust the annotated introns. Only one

transcript (with six internal exons) did not respect this rule, having an

intron with 31nts only.

For two duplicates (two pairs of transcripts with the same sequence and

the same annotation) one transcript each has also been discarded. The

remaining 1000 transcripts having 4400 internal exons were split into a

training set and a test set of 500 transcripts each. As only internal exons are

simulated so far, the sequences of the first and last exon as well as 40 adja-

cent nucleotides (the minimal allowed length for introns) have been masked.
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LogOdds-score calculation: All logOdds-scores were calculated on

the training set. For ESS logOdds-scores, the training set pre-mRNAs were

separated into internal exons and remaining sequences. From exonic se-

quences the first and last three nucleotides were removed. The logOdds-

score was calculated as the log2 of the exonic frequency divided by the

frequency in the remaining sequence. With this definition 4mer anchor ESS

that were used for simulation all received negative scores, as was expected.

For acceptor ESE logOdds-scores, we defined for every internal exon the

region (see definition of the simulator) where acceptor ESE are taken into

account by the simulator. LogOdds-scores were calculated as the log2-ratio

of the frequency of a word in the area vs the frequency in the remaining

part of the transcripts. A similar definition applied to logOdds-scores for

donor ESE and upstream and downstream GGGs. In this way, 4mer ESE

anchors that were used for simulation (with the exception of GCTA) and

downstream GGGs received positive scores, again as was expected.

Aligned exons between human and mouse: From the exon alignment

set published by Plass and Eyras (2006), we selected those 6887 aligned

exons that

• were labeled as constitutive

• were entirely coding

• had a gap-free alignment

• contained no Ns in both the human and the mouse sequence

• had between 50 and 250bps in both human and mouse

• had AG-acceptors and GT donors in human
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Additional 5mer anchor training after using downstream GGGs and

19 4mer anchors: We defined the subsets of 5mer anchors that did not con-

tain any of the previously used 4mer anchors for each category (ESS, accep-

tor ESE and donor ESE). As we had previously observed (data not shown)

that 5mers tend to lead to larger overfitting than 4mers, when scores are

optimized, we decided to used fixed logOdds-scores rather than exploring

scores. In order to reduce the number of parameters only the 10% strongest

5mer anchor ESS and ESE were used. Initially we added all of these 5mers

at once, multiplying all ESE by a coefficient mESE and all ESS by a co-

efficient mESS. The two coefficients were optimised so as to achieve the

highest possible accuracy. In order to assess which of these oligomers con-

tributed most, we removed them again from the parameter set and then

added them one by one, always the one raising accuracy most. All itera-

tive sub-parameter sets were also tested on the test set.
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